FINGERCLOUD
ONLINE EDITORS
The Online Editors are cloud-based applications with a user-friendly interface to create, edit
and verify subtitles, audio description and sign language for media access services.
These Online Editors are inter-connected to the FingerCloud ACM for metadata and video,
access service and support files.
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WEB ST EDITOR
Standard and user-configurable shortcut keys for commonly used
operations.
 Preview modes for final verification purposes. 360º videos can be
previewed via Specific HMD models.
 Character for SDH (Subtitles for the Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing) to
distinguish the subtitles of each speaker. The characters are highly
configurable and easy to switch between them.

Up to 3 characters per subtitle.
User and file hyper-personalized settings.
Compatible with 2D and 360º (immersive) videos.
Integrity check for warnings and errors on quality constrictions.
Special subtitle tools required by professional users such as batch edition, insert/join/split
subtitles, letter count, etc.
On-screen display of full script and time codes for easy navigation.
Graphical aids such as thermometers, timeline wiht audio waveform and subtitle drag tools.


A cloud-based editor to
create, edit and verify
subtitle files for access
services such as SDH
subtitles, open subtitles
and spoken subtitles








Web ST Editor is available in English, Spanish and French with possibility for more languages to be added

WEB AD EDITOR
A cloud-based editor to
create, edit and verify
audio description files for
TV, radio and online
media

Standard & user-configurable shortcuts for common operations.
 User and file hyper-personalized settings.
 Script edition in the same editor with segment metadata (time
codes, main audio dipping, etc.) and script import.
 Segment audio either generated automatically with Voice
Synthesis of the segment script or recorded form the microphone
connected to the computer by reading the segment script.
 Special audio description segment tools required by professional
users such as batch edition, audio edition tools (cut, split), short and long test, etc.
 Compatible with 2D and 360º (immersive) videos.
 Integrity check for warnings and errors on quality constrictions.
 Graphical aids such as thermometers, timeline with audio waveform and segment tools.
 Preview modes for final verification purposes.
 Audio description segments (audio files and metadata) are stored in a single compressed file
allowing a better exchange between platforms.


Web AD Editor is available in English, Spanish and French with possibility for more languages to be added

WEB SL EDITOR
A cloud-based editor to
create, edit and verify
sign language files for TV
and online media

Standard and user-configurable shortcut keys for commonly used
operations.
 User and file hyper-personalized settings.
 Interpreter video either recorded from camera connected to the
computer or from video file.
 Subtitles for the deaf or hard of hearing sing language interpreters
during the interpreter recording.
Special sign language segment tools required by professional users such as metadata (time
codes, character, speaker’s name, etc.), batch edition, insert/delete/join/split SL segment, etc.
Compatible with 2D and 360º (immersive) videos.
Integrity check for warnings and errors on quality constrictions.
Graphical aids such as thermometers, timeline wiht audio waveform and segment tools.
Preview modes for final verification purposes.
Sign language segments (video files and metadata such as time codes and character information) are stored in a single compressed file allowing a better exchange between platforms.











Web SL Editor is available in English, Spanish and French with possibility for more languages to be added
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